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New & New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

EARHOLE AEEHLOR EARHOLE -S, external opening of ear [n -S] 

ECHAPPE ACEEHPP moving from closed to open position of feet in ballet [adj] 

ECLOSED CDEELOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECLOSES CEELOSS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECOGIFT CEFGIOT ECOGIFT -S, donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n -S] 

ECORCHE CCEEHOR ECORCHE -S, anatomical figure with skin removed to show musculature [n -S] 

ECOZONE CEENOOZ ECOZONE -S, regional ecosystem [n -S] 

ECTOPIA ACEIOPT ECTOPIA -S, congenital displacement of parts or organs [n -S] 

ECUMENE CEEEMNU ECUMENE -S, inhabited area [n -S] 

EDAMAME AADEEMM EDAMAME -S, green soybeans in pod [n -S] 

EELINGS EEGILNS FHPR- EELINGS, EELINGS, SEELING, EELING, activity of catching eels [n] 

EENSIER EEEINRS TW- EENSIER, EENSIER, ESERINE, EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 

EGGCORN CEGGNOR EGGCORN -S, misheard homophone [n -S] 

EGGIEST EEGGIST L- EGGIEST, EGGY, tasting or smelling of egg [adj] 

EGOTIZE EEGIOTZ EGOTIZE -DS, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EKUELES EEEKLSU EKUELE, ekpwele (former monetary unit of Equatorial Guinea) [n] 

ELDESTS DEELSST ELDEST, oldest one of three or more [n] 

ELMWOOD DELMOOW ELMWOOD -S, wood of elm [n -S] 

EMAILER AEEILMR R- EMAILER -S, EMAILER, MEALIER, one that emails (to send message to by computer) [n -S] 

EMOCORE CEEMOOR EMOCORE -S, emo (style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n -S] 

EMPATHS AEHMPST EMPATH, one who has empathy (imaginative identification with another's thoughts and feelings) [n] 

EMPINGS EGIMNPS EMPING, Indonesian snack chip [n] 

ENDCAPS ACDENPS ENDCAP, display of products at end of aisle in store [n] 

ENJAMBS ABEJMNS ENJAMB, to continue sentence from one line of poem to next [v] 

ENSUITE EEINSTU ENSUITE -S, room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n -S] 

EPATERS AEEPRST EPATERS, REPEATS, RETAPES, EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

EPIGYNA AEGINPY EPIGYNUM, the external reproductive organ of female spider [n] 

EPIGYNE EEGINPY EPIGYNE -S, epigynum (external reproductive organ of female spider) [n -S] 

ESPOIRS EIOPRSS ESPOIRS, POISERS, PROSSIE, ESPOIR, category of wrestlers [n] 

ETHANAL AAEHLNT M- ETHANAL -S, volatile liquid compound [n -S] 

ETRIERS EEIRRST ETRIERS, RETIRES, RETRIES, TERRIES, ETRIER, short rope ladder [n] 

EUREKAS AEEKRSU EUREKA, fortunate discovery [n] 

EVENTER EEENRTV EVENTER -S, horse or rider competing in eventing [n -S] 

EXEDRAS ADEERSX EXEDRA, curved outdoor bench [n] 

EXTROPY EOPRTXY prediction that human intelligence will enable life to expand throughout universe [n -PIES] 

 

New & New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

EARHOLES AEEHLORS ARSEHOLE, EARHOLES, EARHOLE, external opening of ear [n] 

ECLOSING CEGILNOS ECLOSE, to emerge as larva from egg [v] 

ECOGIFTS CEFGIOST ECOGIFT, donation of land to government for ecological purposes [n] 

ECORCHES CCEEHORS ECORCHE, anatomical figure with skin removed to show musculature [n] 

ECOZONES CEENOOSZ ECOZONE, regional ecosystem [n] 

ECTOGENE CEEEGNOT ECTOGENE -S, gene involved in development of embryo in artificial conditions [n -S] 

ECUMENES CEEEMNSU ECUMENE, inhabited area [n] 

EDAMAMES AADEEMMS EDAMAME, green soybeans in pod [n] 

EENSIEST EEEINSST TW- EENSIEST, EENSY, tiny (very small) [adj] 
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EGGCORNS CEGGNORS EGGCORN, misheard homophone [n] 

EGOTIZED DEEGIOTZ EGOTIZE, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v] 

EGOTIZES EEGIOSTZ EGOTIZE, to talk and think about oneself excessively [v] 

EIDETICS CDEEIIST EIDETIC, person able to recall vivid images [n] 

EIRENICS CEEIINRS irenics (branch of theology) [n EIRENICS] 

ELASTANE AAEELNST ELASTANE -S, spandex (synthetic elastic fiber) [n -S] 

ELDORADO ADDELOOR ELDORADO -S, place of great abundance [n -S] 

ELMWOODS DELMOOSW ELMWOOD, wood of elm [n] 

EMAILERS AEEILMRS EMAILERS, MEASLIER, EMAILER, one that emails (to send message to by computer) [n] 

EMBIGGEN BEEGGIMN EMBIGGEN -S, to make bigger [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

EMESISES EEEIMSSS EMESIS, act of vomiting (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [n] 

EMOCORES CEEMOORS EMOCORE, emo (style of rock music with emotional lyrics) [n] 

ENACTION ACEINNOT ENACTION -S, action of enacting [n -S] 

ENQUIRER EEINQRRU ENQUIRER -S, one that inquires (to ask about) [n -S] 

ENSUITES EEINSSTU ENSUITE, room (as bathroom) adjoining another room [n] 

EPATERED ADEEEPRT DEPARTEE, EPATERED, REPEATED, EPATER, to shock complacent people [v] 

EPIGYNES EEGINPSY EPIGYNE,  epigynum (external reproductive organ of female spider) [n] 

EPIGYNUM EGIMNPUY external reproductive organ of female spider [n -NA -S] 

EQUATIVE AEEIQTUV denoting sentence in which one term is identified with another [adj] 

EROTICAS ACEIORST EROTICA, literature or art dealing with sexual love [n] 

ERYNGIUM EGIMNRUY ERYNGIUM -S, plant of parsley family [n -S] 

ETHANALS AAEHLNST M- ETHANALS volatile liquid compound [n] 

ETHERISE EEEHIRST ETHERISE -DS, to etherize (to treat with ether) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

EUROLAND ADELNORU EUROLAND -S, EUROLAND, UNLOADER, eurozone (area formed by countries using euro) [n -S] 

EUROZONE EENOORUZ EUROZONE -S, area formed by countries using euro [n -S] 

EUSTRESS EERSSSTU ESTRUSES, EUSTRESS, beneficial stress [n -ES]  

EVENTERS EEENRSTV EVENTER, horse or rider competing in eventing [n] 

EVENTING EEGINNTV EVENTING -S, equestrian competition [n -S] 

EVENTIVE EEEINTVV denoting event (something that occurs (to take place)) [adj] 

EXOGENIC CEEGINOX formed or occurring on surface of earth [adj] 

EXONEREE EEEENORX EXONEREE -S, one proven not guilty [n -S]  

EYELETED DEEEELTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYEPATCH ACEEHPTY patch worn to protect injured eye [n -ES] 

EYEWEARS AEEERSWY EYEWEAR, device worn on or over eyes [n] 

 

 


